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1. Introduction

The Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) estimator is a suboptimal hybrid filter that has
been shown to be one of the most cost-effective hybrid state estimation schemes. �� The
model of hybrid system and the IMM algorithm, initially proposed by Blom, �� may
serve as a basis for synthesis of more efficient filters for tracking maneuvering aircraft.
In this paper we present a number of specific features of the IMM design procedure. In
section 2 we briefly describe the hybrid system (aircraft dynamics), hybrid estimation
and the principle of the IMM algorithm. The models used in the IMM configuration
to describe different flight phases and the measurement model used for our application
are presented in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 provides a detailed discussion
on the specific features of the IMM algorithm design. Finally, some examples of IMM
tracking filter design and performance evaluation are presented in section 6.

2. Hybrid Systems and Hybrid Estimation

2.1. Hybrid Systems

An aircraft trajectory can be subdivided into distinct segments, corresponding to modes
of flight,�� for instance, uniform motion and maneuvers. The multiple model or hybrid
system approach assumes the system to be in one of a finite number of modes. � Thus,
the aircraft motion can be modeled by a hybrid system that is characterized by two
state variables: continuous base - state variable ���� � ��� (aircraft position, speed,
acceleration, etc.) and a discrete regime variable � � ����� � �� � �� �����	, which
describes the distinct segment of the aircraft trajectory. The transitions (jumps) of
the mode variable are modeled with a Markov chain. The nonlinear hybrid system is
usually described by the equations:

���� � 
� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� � �� �� � �� ��� � ��� ���� � ��� � � � ��� (1)
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�� � �� � �� ��� � ��� ��� � ��� � ���� � �� � � � ��� (2)

where ���� � ��� is the system state vector, �� � �� � ��� is measurement vector,
����� and ����� are mode dependent process noise and measurement noise sequences,
assumed to be white, zero-mean and mutually independent with covariances��� �����

and���������� respectively. The available measurements for estimation process can
be: [range and azimuth]; [range, azimuth and range rate], etc. The 
 � ���� �� ���� �� ��� are
known functions. The system at time (k) is assumed to be among r possible modes, �

i.e. � � ����� � �� � �� �����	, where � � ����� denotes that the j-th sub-model is
in effect during the sampling period T ending at time (k). � ������������� is a Markov
chain with completely known initial �� � � ����	�� � � and transitional probabilities
��� � � ����������� � ���.

2.2. Hybrid Estimation

The problem of hybrid state estimation is to estimate the base state and the modal state
based on noisy measurement sequences. The application of the Multiple - model (MM)
method is a major approach to hybrid estimation. It assumes the system obeys one of a
finite number of models. The IMM algorithm belongs to the multiple-mode techniques
and therefore provides a method to combine the estimates and covariance matrices of
each mode with an interacting logic to maintain all of them ‘in track.’ � To estimate the
aircraft state, there is a bank of Kalman filters, where each filter matches a model in
the set, and a procedure to estimate the probabilities that the target is in each one of
the possible modes. Yaakov Bar-Shalom and coauthors provide detailed explanation
of the IMM algorithm.�������� Following Bar-Shalom and Chang,� here we will give a
short description of one cycle of the algorithm �� � ��� ���:

Interaction(mixing):

The mixed initial state 
����� � ��� � �� and covariance � ���� � ��� � �� for the
filter matched to mode ������ � � �� �����	 are calculated by mixing the state estimates

����� ���� �� and covariances � ���� ���� �� of all filters obtained at the previous
time step


����� � ��� � �� �

��
���


���� � ��� � �������� � ��� � ��� (3)

� ���� � ��� � �� �

��
���

������ � ��� � ��� ��� � ��� � ���

�
���� � ��� � ��� 
����� � ��� � ����
���� � ��� � ��� 
����� � ��� � ���� � (4)
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where
������ � ��� � �� � ��� ����������� � �� (5)

are mixing probabilities, and ��� �
��

��� ��������� � ��� � �� is the normalization
factor.

Mode-conditioned filtering:

The estimate (3) and covariance (4) are used as input to the Kalman filter (linear or
extended) matched to ����� to obtain state estimate 
������� and covariance � ������

at time k, as well as the mode likelihood �����:

����� � �������
��	������

�

�
�� ����

��
� ��������� (6)

where ���� and ����� are innovation and its covariance of the � conditional filter.

Mode probability update:

The model probabilities ����� are updated as follows:

����� �
�

�
�����

��
���

������� � �� �
�

�
����� ��� � � �

��
���

����� ��� � (7)

where � is the normalization factor.

Estimate and covariance combination

The combination of the updated mode conditioned estimates and covariances produces
the output estimates:

������� �

��
���


������������� (8)

� ����� �

��
���

������� � � ��������� �������� � ��������� �������
�
������� (9)

The IMM algorithm has three desirable properties: it is recursive, modular and has
fixed computational requirements per cycle. The IMM algorithm can use as its build-
ing blocks Kalman filters (KF) or Extended Kalman filters (EKF) to account for non-
linearities in the measurement equation (for range - azimuth - elevation observations),
and in the state equation (for coordinated turns) or probabilistic data association filters
based on KF or EKF when data association is a major problem.

3. Aircraft Motion Models

Civilian aircraft in air traffic control (ATC) systems have two basic modes of flight:
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� uniform motion (UM) - the straight and level flight with a constant speed and
heading and

� Maneuver - turning or climbing/descending. �

Let us consider the linear version of equation(1) to aircraft trajectory modeling in two
Cartesian coordinates (x, y):

���� � �� ���� � �� ��� ����� � ��� (10)

where ���� � �� �
�
��
�� � �� ����� � ��

��
are white noise sequences used to

model uncertain accelerations. The model extension in (x, y, z) coordinates is straight-
forward. In this section we will present some of the most commonly used aircraft
motion models.

Notations: � 	 ����; ����� - transition/noise gain matrix for both coordinates (x,
y); 
���� - transition/noise gain matrix for each coordinate x/y.

3.1. Piecewise Constant White Acceleration Model

This is a second order (nearly constant velocity) model with the following parameters:

� State space vector: � �
�
� ẋ � ẏ

��
�

� Transition matrix: �� � �����
�� 
��, where 
� �

�
� �
	 �

�
�

� Noise gain: �� � �������� ���� where �� �
�
� 
 ��� �

��
�

This model assumes the variations in velocity components for each coordinate are
piesewise constant zero-mean white noise accelerations.� The process noise variances
in each coordinate are assumed to be equal:  �

�
 �  ��� � ! and  �
�� � 	�

� A ‘nearly constant velocity motion model’ (��) for the UM modeling is ob-
tained by the choice of ‘small’ noise values: ! � !�.��	

� The same model, but with higher levels of process noise ! � !� can model
‘rough’ maneuvers. This model is denoted as ��.

3.2. Piecewise Constant Wiener Process Acceleration Model

This is a third order (nearly constant acceleration) model used to describe the maneu-
vering phase of flight. It has the following parameters:

� State space vector: � �
�
� ẋ �� � ẏ ��

��
�
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�Transition matrix: �
 � �����

� 

��where 

 �

�
� � � � 
 ���

	 � �
	 	 �

	

 �

� Noise gain: �
 � ������
� �
�� where �
 �
�
�� �

��
�

This model assumes the acceleration increments for each component during k-th sam-
pling period are zero-mean white sequence.�

� A ‘nearly constant acceleration motion model’ �
 is obtained by the choice of
‘small’ ! � !
.��	

� The model �� is the same but with higher levels of process noise ! � !�.	

3.3. Coordinated Turn Models (CTM)

Coordinated turn models are another way to describe the maneuvering mode of flight.
The turning of civilian aircraft usually follows a pattern known as a “coordinated turn”:
that means the target is moving with constant speed and turning with constant turn rate.
There are two basic coordinated turn models:

Constant turn rate models: here turn rate " is a completely known design parameter.
The models �� and �	 are used for a left-hand turn (" # 	) and for a right-hand
turn (" $ 	), respectively. This assumption is suitable for a civilian aircraft because
its maneuvers are constrained by flight rules, especially when approaching an airport. �

The state space vector and noise gain coincide with those of models � � and ��, but
the transition matrix is different:

� Transition matrix :

���	 �

�
���

� "�� ����"�� � 	 "���" � ����"�� ��
	 ����"�� � 	 � ����"�� �
	 "���" � ����"�� �� � "�� ����"�� �
	 ����"�� � 	 ����"�� �

	
��
 �

� The process noise variances in each coordinate are !� and !	 respectively.

For military aircraft the above assumption is less natural, so the model �� presents
the case where " is not known. What we need here is to augment the state space vector
with unknown turn rate ".

� The discrete time state space equation is nonlinear, because the transition matrix
is a function of the state component �"�:

���� � ���"����� � �� �������� � ��� (11)
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� State space vector: � �
�
� ẋ � ẏ "

��
�

� Transition matrix: �� �

�
���	 	

	 �

�
�

� Noise gain: �� � �������� ��� where �� �
�
�� 	

��
�

Here ���� � �� �
�
��
�� � �� ����� � ��

��
are white noise sequences used to

model uncertain accelerations in x and y coordinates due to uncertainty in ".

� The process noise variance is !�.

In all the above models  ���� � 	. Furthermore, there are two basic principles to
maneuver modeling �: exact maneuver modeling and approximate maneuver mod-
eling. Thus, models ����
��� are based on approximate modeling,while models
����	��� assume exact modeling. The reader is referred to the works of Bar-
Shalom, Li and coauthors ������	 for a comprehensive presentation of aircraft motion
modeling.

4. Measurement Model

Let us consider the case when measurement (sensor modeling) equation (2) is not mode
dependent:

�� � �� � ���� � ��� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� (12)

For our application the nonlinear measurement function ���� of (12) converts Cartesian
target state space vector coordinates (x,y) to z=[range and azimuth] � , ���� � ������

� ,
where �� �


�� � �� and �� � �	�%�&


� .

Due to the nonlinearity of the measurement(sensor) equation (12), the Extended Kalman
filter is used in the IMM configuration. It requires linearization of ���� about the posi-
tion prediction, that yields Yacobian.

5. Specifics of the IMM Tracking Filter Design

In this section we shall provide the practitioners with some practical rules how to chose
the best IMM filter design parameters.

To obtain the best possible results, the IMM algorithm has to be properly designed.
The designer need to take into account �:

� Accuracy in estimating both position and velocity. A trade-off between the peak
errors and the errors during uniform motion is desirable;

� Timeliness of the maneuver detection and termination;

� Complexity of the implementation.
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The design of an IMM estimator consist of the following steps �:

� Selection of the set of models describing aircraft dynamics and their structure;

� Selection of the process noise intensities for the various models;

� Selection of the Markov chain transition probabilities.

5.1. Model Set Selection

Designing IMM tracking filters, both complexity and quality of the models need to be
considered. Typically, the models used in the IMM configuration include one nearly
constant velocity motion model for non-maneuvering regime of flight and a set of exact
or approximate maneuver models for the maneuvering phases. The models for uniform
and maneuvering motion are presented in the previous section. Additionally, we need
to account that increasing the number of conditional sub-models to cover the uncertain
behavior of highly maneuvering objects increases considerably the computation load
but does not guarantee better performance due to the competition among models. 
 The
precise modeling of every aircraft trajectory segment will lead to more accurate results
especially in speed estimation.�

5.2. Process Noise Selection

The selection of process noise standard deviations for each model is an important part
of the estimator design. The process noise levels are selected based on the expected
disturbances and target maneuvering magnitudes. � Let us consider some of the models
presented in the previous section.

� The small process noise of model �� accounts for air turbulence, winds aloft
changes,� slow turns, as well as small linear accelerations.

� The high level process noise of model �� allows for target acceleration and is
applicable (with limited degree of success) to tracking maneuvering target. � The
process noise range is usually selected as follows: 	�����
 � !� � ��
,�

where ��
 is the maximum acceleration magnitude. According to Bar-Shalom
and Li,� the IMM configuration with �� and �� models does obtain acceptable
results for maneuvers with turn rates up to 3 deg/s; it does not, however, yield
good estimates for faster turns.

� The �
 model with low process noise provides more accurate estimation during
a maneuver.

� A maneuver onset is a rapid jump to a non-zero target acceleration from zero and
then a jump back to zero acceleration at termination.� So, the �� model with
high level process noise can model more precisely maneuver onset and termina-
tion. The noise range should be of the order of the magnitude of the maximum
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acceleration increment over a sampling period: 	�����
 � !� � ���
.�

The IMM configuration with one second order model and two third order mod-
els with different noise levels 
���� is best suitable for estimating more intensive
(�� � �g) maneuvers with short duration, as well as longitudinal acceleration.
But it leads to considerable errors for moderate turns of 1-5g. Additionally, the
peak errors are not significantly reduced compared to those obtainable by using
the single-model filter.� The explanation is that the three models are not dis-
criminating enough. Also, the interaction step mixes the regime-conditioned es-
timates in a way that helps the filters based on the “wrong” models to come back
on track. In this case, the a posteriori information conveyed by the innovations
conditioned on the mode hypothesis do not have enough contrast. According
to Kirubarajan and coauthors,�� an IMM configuration which uses as it building
modules models ��, �� and �� is most suitable for highly maneuvering tar-
gets. Finally, the use of the maneuver detection model �� is not necessary when
tracking civilian aircraft.

� The right choice of the noise levels !��	 of models �� and �	 depends on
the expected turn rate and on the number of models to be used in estimating
maneuvers. The standard deviation of the process noise can be selected as
!��	 � 	����"��� � "���' � 	����( ,� where "���� "� are turn rates of two
adjacent models and ' is the expected linear speed . The IMM configuration
could include one uniform motion model and a set of different constant turn rate
models. According to Munir and Atheron,� the use of coordinated turn mod-
els with known " is better than IMM with estimated " when the models in the
former case fully “cover” the turn rate of target motion and vice-versa.

� Because of the delay in estimating " at the onset of the maneuver, the use of
model �� produces rather large peaks. However, once the " estimate con-
verges, a very good tracking performance is obtained during turns. � According
to an earlier work of the authors,
 using model �� is best suitable for tracking
aircraft performing maneuvers with moderate, a priori unknown normal acceler-
ation ��� � � �g�, as well as for more complex maneuvers with longitudinal
and transversal accelerations.

The practitioner should also be aware that a high degree of smoothing and, thus, a low
value of the convergence noise at uniform motion leads to high peaks during maneu-
vers, and vice versa.�

5.3. Transition Probabilities

The Markov chain transition probabilities are related to the expected sojourn time in
the various modes.� These probabilities are chosen according to the designer’s beliefs
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about the frequency of change from one mode to the rest. They can be subsequently
adjusted by means of Monte Carlo simulations. The guideline for a proper choice is
to match roughly the transition probabilities with the actual mean sojourn time () �)
of each mode,� the diagonal coefficients being determined as � �� � � � �

����
. The

transition probabilities ��� for � �� � are selected using the identity:
�

� ��� ��� � �����.

The choice of the transition probabilities provides a certain degree of trade-off between
the peak estimation errors at the onset of the maneuver and the maximum reduction
of the estimation errors during the uniform motion. � Following Bar-Shallm and Li,
Herrero and coauthors,��� the practitioner should be aware that high transition proba-
bilities lead to low peak errors during maneuver, but at the cost of low smoothing and
higher errors when tracking uniform motion. Also, the transitions between models are
quickly detected and the filter is very adaptive. Let us consider an IMM configuration
with a �� model and a model with unknown " - ��. According to Bar-Shalom,� if
the transition matrix of this configuration has large off-diagonal entries, then it favors
regime transition and results in much more volatile sample paths of the probabilities.
This phenomenon is called “regime mixing.” Here, the peak errors are so low that the
occurrence of the maneuver is hardly noticeable.

5.4. Initial Probabilities

If initial probabilities are set to be equal in orded to account for the worst case of
uncertainty, then the initial estimation errors will be large.�

6. Performance Analysis

6.1. Target Motion Scenario

In order to test the capabilities of different IMM configurations we consider a class of
maneuvering aircraft performing sweep maneuvers with normal acceleration up to 7g
(g � 9.8 m/s�). The scenario of motion is depicted on Figure 1.

6.2. Sensor Parameters

The simulation involves a single track while scan (TWS) radar with scanning period
of 1s. The sensor parameters considered here are : range and azimuth accuracy:  � �

��	� and  � � 	�� ���, respectively.

6.3. IMM Tracking Filter Design

Here we introduce three different sets of models, respectively IMM2, IMM3, IMM–
CT, to describe the target motion scenario. Their design parameters are:
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� IMM2 - mode set: �����
� �; -process noises:  � � ��������  
� � �	�������

I - intermediate noise; -transition probabilities ��� � 	��� ��� � 	��	.

� IMM3 - mode set: �����
����; -process noises:  � � ��������  
 � ������

 � � �	����; -transition probabilities ��� � 	��� ��� � 	�	�� ��� � 	����

��� � 	���� �
� � 	��	� �
� � 	�	�.

� IMM-CT -mode set: ��������	�; -process noises:  � � ��������

 ��	 � �������� "��	 � �	���� ����� ; -transition probabilities ��� � 	���

��� � 	�	�� ��� � 	��	� ��� � 	� 	� �
� � 	��	� �
� � 	�		.

6.4. Performance Evaluation and Analysis

The IMM filters’ efficiency was evaluated according to the root mean-square(RMS)
error both in position and in velocity. The results presented here are based on Nr = 100
Monte Carlo runs. RMS is defined as

 ��� �
�

�
� �
��

��� ��
����� 
��������� � ������� 
���������, where the superscript i

denotes the results from run i, and x(k), y(k) are true target positions(x,y).The equation
for RMS error in estimating velocity is derived likewise.
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Figure 1: Target Trajectory.
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Figure 2: IMM2. Mode probabilities.

The analysis of simulation results is summarized as follows:

� The average mode probabilities for each case over scans are depicted on Figures
2, 3 and 4. The correct mode has the largest probability during each segment. �

� Comparison of RMS position and velocity errors are shown on Figures 5 and
6, respectively. The general behavior of these error curves is typical for IMM
algorithms. Natural transients are observed at the onset and termination of ma-
neuvers. The peaks at the start and the end of a maneuver are caused by the delay
of mode probabilities switching from one mode to another. After switching, the
slower decrease of the errors corresponds to the convergence of maneuver filter. �
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Figure 3: IMM3. Mode probabilities.
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Figure 4: IMM–CT. Mode probabilities
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Figure 6: RMS velocity errors [m/s]

As expected, the use of model �� in IMM3 reduce the peak errors both in po-
sition and in velocity. Also, the use of exact maneuver models as in IMM-CT
reduces significantly the peak errors and the errors during uniform motion.

7. Conclusions

Considerable number of publications is devoted to the design of IMM tracking filters.
In this article we summarize results, conclusions and experience of various authors in
order to provide researchers and designers with a fast and easy way to determine the
advantages and the capacity of different IMM structures in variety of target motion sce-
narios. This is an objective not addressed in available bibliography on IMM tracking
filters. The simulation results are obtained using the comprehensive MATLAB tool de-
veloped by the team at the Central Laboratory for Parallel Processing of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences. This tool could be used as a basis for a synthesis of many other
motion scenarios and IMM tracking filters.
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